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Introductions



Box UK specialise in user centred 
design, iterative development and 
the optimisation of digital platforms
to support ambitious organisations in 
achieving their goals
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Questions?

@boxuk 
#designingfordesire



The psychology of influence?



How can we use insights from 
neuroscience and psychology in 
order to improve engagement and 
drive action?



Let’s meet your brain
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200 million billion calculations 
(per second)



But our decisions are not always 
rational





We often rely on cognitive shortcuts 
(or heuristics) to help make decisions



The prospective member 
user journey





1. Designing for Awareness



“People now generally lose 
concentration after eight seconds”



http://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/2016/03/12/humans-have-shorter-attention-span-than-goldfish-thanks-to-smart/ 



First impressions are created within 
1/20th of a second

http://conversionxl.com/first-impressions-matter-the-importance-of-great-visual-design/



www.getmentalnotes.com/cards



This first impression (good or bad) 
persists due to the halo effect

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/halo-effect/



Website visitors typically read less 
than 20% of your carefully crafted 
content

http://uxmyths.com/post/647473628/myth-people-read-on-the-web



Design for scanning
and the ‘scent of information’



Target the old (reptilian) 
brain’s survival instincts



https://www.google.com/design/spec/motion/material-motion.html

Instinct
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Instinct



http://intellectica.org/SiteArchives/archives/n34/34_3_Slater.pdf 

Instinct
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Instinct

https://blog.kissmetrics.com/eye-tracking-studies/



Instinct



Consider the following...

• Design for scanning
• Strong visual hierarchy
• Aesthetic appeal



Before After



https://www.nngroup.com/articles/photos-as-web-content/



Before After



2. From Interest to Desire





Target the emotional 
‘middle’ brain



www.getmentalnotes.com/cards

Emotion



Emotion

http://sliceoflondonlife.com/alone-in-london/night-life-soho-windows-3/



Emotion
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Consider the following...

• The power of peers
• Role models - stories
• Authority figures









3. Driving Action





Target the rational ‘new’ 
brain



1. Provide rationale to support their 
decision

2. Then make it as easy as possible

Rational



www.getmentalnotes.com/cards

Rational



6 flavours

104 people

24 flavours

145 people

Rational
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Rational



Rational



www.getmentalnotes.com/cards

Rational



Consider the following...

• Clarity
• Simplification
• Limited free trial











www.boxuk.com/membership

@boxuk 
#designingfordesire



Further reading



Some introductions to designing for influence



simply brilliant thinkers
making software brilliantly simple



simply brilliant thinkers making software brilliantly simple

At Box UK our team of simply brilliant thinkers, consultants and application developers 
mastermind simply brilliant solutions to the world’s toughest web and software projects. 

It’s why blue chip organisations around the world, from airlines to car manufacturers, 
international banks to global charities, choose to trust us with the execution of their 

digital strategies, from the development of enterprise-level custom software platforms to 
the delivery of award-winning multi-channel experiences. 

So if you want an effective, compelling software solution, talk to us. 

info@boxuk.com • +44 (0)20 7439 1900


